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            	Restoring Your Healthy, Beautiful Face


                At Roberts Cosmetic Surgery, we feature a variety of advanced technologies and surgical techniques to help you reveal your natural beauty.


            


          	
            


            

            

            All before & after pictures depicted throughout the site are actual Roberts’ patients unless indicated otherwise. Your results may vary better or worse than indicated. Call us for a private consultation with Dr. Roberts or Dr Lipton to determine the results you might expect, given your specific anatomy and skin characteristics.



            


            

            

            
            

            	Hours of Operation


				


                
				Monday - Friday


				9am - 5pm


				

				

				Sat - Sun


				CLOSED


				

				

Get a confidential consultation
            


            
            


            

            

            
            

            	Roberts Cosmetic Surgery Center


                5144 Village Creek Drive, Plano, TX 75093
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All Before After pictures depicted on each page are actual Roberts' patients unless indicated otherwise. Banner pictures of individuals on pages are typically models (not patients), unless indicated otherwise.
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